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Stepping Into The Future
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The Cincinnati Fire Museum
is preparing for change. The
Board of Directors has been
working with graduate students
from the University of Cincinnati
to build a plan that will take the
museum into the future.

UPCOMING
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The goal of the renovation is
to make the museum more user
friendly for all ages. Plans call for
new digital displays, a reorganization of the exhibition space, and
an increased focus on user interaction. The renovation will also

include a dramatic change to our
fire safety education facility.
These changes will help to ensure the museum can continue to
save lives and increase public
awareness.
The museum has always been
rooted in its well researched
story of the Cincinnati Fire Department. This message will
remain central to the display
space and it will be updated to
bring the story into the current
period.
Visitors will be able to take
advantage of new party rooms
designed to facilitate birthday
parties and other small groups.
A potential rooftop modification
would allow this area to be used
as an entertainment space for
fundraising events and corporate

gatherings. The entryway to the
museum will also be reworked
and a memorial for fallen firefighters added.

The Cincinnati Fire Museum
has been operating in the former
quarters of Engine Company 45
since 1980. The time for a fresh
look and updated facility is at
hand. To find out more about
our plans for the future or the
ways you can help support the
museum please call or stop down
for a visit! J.Peter

It Started with a Train Wreck
The Ahrens Steam Fire
Engine on display at the museum,
faithfully served the community
of Aurora, Indiana for decades
before falling into disuse. In 1962
the steamer was found in a barn
and an agreement was made to
send it to Cincinnati where it
was fully restored to working
condition under the leadership of
master mechanic Walter Moeller

and the Cincinnati Fire
Department.
Interestingly, the steamer was
originally purchased by St Louis
but it was badly damaged during
shipping when the train that was
carrying it derailed and wrecked
on March 27, 1884. Ahrens
would fix it and ultimately sell it
to the Aurora Fire Department.
J.Peter

The Aurora is an Ahrens 3rd
Class 600gpm steamer
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The Spotlight...Chief Barney Houston
Part 1
The spotlight falls on former
Cincinnati Fire Chief Barney
Houston. He held the position
of chief for 41 years with a
total of 54 years service when
he retired in 1957. Houston
joined the department in 1903
as a substitute and by 1908
was a regular pipeman at
Engine 08. He was deeply
involved in the modernization
of fire and emergency services
in Cincinnati. Interestingly,
were it not for his own

Houston pictured in
center serving on
Engine 08 about 1910

accident, Houston might never
have been the chief.
It was mid-day on August 22,
1914 when an alarm of fire was
given from Box 639 at Wade
and Dalton. Upgraded to a 10
Blow Houston responded
driving Hose Wagon 14. At
Court and Cutter Streets his
apparatus collided with the
motorized CPD Auto Patrol 1
also responding to the scene.
Houston was tossed from the
wagon breaking both his arms.
The fire horse was killed and

three other men were injured.
Houston was assigned to a
light duty job processing
prevention reports while
recovering. The prevention
department was transformed
by his organizational skills and
hard work which soon
attracted the attention of city
administrators. They were
looking to make a change in
the fire department leadership
and wanted someone with
energy and ideas...Houston fit
the bill. J.Peter

What Is That?
“Were it not for
his own accident,
Houston might
never have been
the chief.”

Can you identify this piece of fire department
equipment? Here you have the opportunity to
test your knowledge of the past.
We reveal the answer on the last page of this
newsletter

9/11 Memorial Motorcycle Ride
The Cincinnati Fire Museum
would like to extend a special
thank you to members of the
Fire & Iron Motorcycle Club
Station 56 for organizing this
years September 11th
memorial ride.

Spot gets
ready to
ride!

Riders departed the fire
museum at noon on
September 10th under the
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crossed aerials of Ladder 29 &
Ladder 19. About 65
motorcycles were counted
rolling under the huge flag!
The ride ended in West
Harrison, Indiana, at the
Borderline Bar & Grille where
the Alan Combs Band
provided entertainment.

Thanks also to the Cincinnati
Police and Hamilton County
Sheriffs motorcycle officers
who lead the way and the
Cincinnati Fire Department for
providing the patriotic tribute.
J.Peter
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For The Archive...Major Events Through July
01/22: 3 Alarm Fire 509 E.12th Street, 3 story multi-dwelling

06/20: Engine 14 dedicates Daryl Gordon Memorial at quarters

01/30: Passing of Engine 38 Firefighter William “Eddie” Chenault

06/27: Recruit Class 114, 40 members, sworn in

02/06: 2 Alarm Fire 1852 Fairfax Ave, 2 story residential

06/27: 2 Alarm Fire 4953 Shirley Place, 2 story residential

02/11: L48 Elections, Matt Alter re-elected president

06/30: 2 Alarm Fire 2866 Madison Rd, 2 civilian fatalities

03/01: City mandates active shooter training in response to growing
frequency of mass shooting events around the country.

07/02: 2 Alarm Fire 866 Old Ludlow Ave, large residential structure

04/24: Appointment of two new AC’s (Anson Turley & Thomas
Lakamp) and creation of the Emergency Management Bureau
04/27: City Council approves L48 negotiated contract

07/07: 2 Alarm Fire 5500 Wooster Rd, large industrial facility with
mutual aid fire response
07/25: 2 Alarm Fire 3407 Beekman St, 1 story commercial building
07/30: 2 Alarm Fire 944 Chateau Ave, 4 story apartment building

05/01: Passing of Engine 12 Firefighter Jordan Pieniazek
05/28: CFD response for gorilla incident at Cincinnati Zoo
06/06: 3 Alarm Fire 2500 Kemper Ln, multiple rescues

“Old
documents

Don’t Throw That Out!

and records
can be our
most valuable

The Cincinnati Fire Museum is
working hard to protect our past.
Old documents and records can be
our most valuable resources. If you
have old records, photographs, or
equipment you would like to get rid
of, please consider contacting the
fire museum.
CFD Captains: If you are cleaning
out your fire station and uncover
old records or equipment please

don’t pitch them. Contact the
museum and we will determine if
the documents should be
preserved. Section 1202 of the
Procedures Manual provides for the
official transfer of obsolete
equipment to the fire museum via a
city ordinance. Please help us
preserve our past and present our
history!

Top Shot
Box 13 Member and Cincinnati Fire Photographer David
Jones captured this great image on May 13.
Members responded to the 1 Alarm at 3402 Tinaview
Court in Westwood.
FAO Mike Weller is pictured with Firefighter Jeff Hartman
working from Ladder 20 to open the roof of the four-family
apartment building

For information on donating to our
collection please contact the Fire
Museum Historian:
Justin Peter
Historian/Archivist, Fire Museum
Justin.peter@cincinnati-oh.gov

Above: Members of Engine 45 stand outside quarters for a
casual picture around the turn of the last century.

resources”

The Cincinnati Fire Museum opened to the
public in 1961 as a collection of firefighting
artifacts on display in the basement of Engine
Company 3’s quarters. In 1980 the museum
was moved to its current location, the former
quarters of Engine Company 45. Since that
time the museum has worked to achieve its
315 West Court Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
513-621-5553

dual mission of presenting the history of the
fire service in our area and providing life saving
fire safety lessons and education.

www.cincyfiremuseum.com
www.cincyfirehistory.blogspot.com
The Relic Room
Quarterly E-Newsletter of the Fire Museum
Justin Peter, Editor

The Cincinnati Fire Museum remains “the only
local museum that saves lives!”

Get Involved!
The Cincinnati Fire Museum is
successful thanks to the hard work
and dedication of the staff and
volunteers. Do you enjoy teaching
fire safety to kids? Do you love our
history? Perhaps you have a talent
for writing and would like to see your
article appear in the newsletter.
Contact the fire museum historian to
learn more about what you can do to
help.
Historian/Archivist:
Justin.peter@cincinnati-oh.gov

Our team of horses pulling the Aurora Steamer - Photo, J.Peter

What Is It? (see pg.2)
It is the integrated steam whistle mounted to the
Aurora Steam Fire Engine here at the fire museum!

